
Ad Placements
Customize ad placements to
align with your preferences
during the creation process.
Opt-in or opt-out accordingly.

Publisher Lists
Granular control: Facebook's
publisher list enables targeted
ad placement decisions for
Audience Network, in-stream
videos, and Reels.

Block Lists
Exclude unwanted URLs to protect
your ads.

Inventory Filter
Enhanced ad safety: Excludes
controversial/offensive content.
Control ad placement with
Facebook Inventory Filter.

Delivery Reports
Evaluate ad performance with
Facebook's transparent
impression-level delivery reports
for data-driven decisions and
optimization.

Content Type Exclusions
Customize ad placements in
Facebook in-stream videos,
ensuring control over where your
ads appear

Essential Facebook
Ads Protection
Strategies You
Need to Implement
Facebook Brand Safety and Suitability

Harness Strategies and Tools for Ad
Protection:

https://strikesocial.com/clients/
http://strikesocial.com/


Let's connect.

Interested to know more about Facebook Brand Safety?
Strike Social prioritizes brand safety on Facebook through comprehensive campaign
management, vigilant monitoring, swift action, and dedicated support teams for personalized
guidance.

FAQs: How Facebook can protect brands from safety
issues?

Q:  How does brand safety help maintain consistency and relevance?

It ensures that ads are displayed in environments that align with the brand's values
and resonate with the intended target audience.

Q:  Why should you avoid ad placements on sites with high fraudulent click rates?

To prevent counterfeit or fraudulent clicks that can waste ad spend and skew
performance metrics.

Q:  Why can a minor lapse in brand safety escalate into a crisis?

Even a small brand safety lapse can quickly escalate and cause significant financial
and reputational damage to a business.

Q:  What are the consequences when my ads appear next to inappropriate content?

The potential consequences include brand damage, negative user experience, and a
loss of ad effectiveness.

Q:  How does displaying ads next to objectionable content affect ad effectiveness?

It reduces user interaction, leading to lower click-through rates, conversions, and
return on investment for advertisers.

Q:  How important is proactive ad monitoring for brand safety on Facebook?

Proactive ad monitoring is crucial to identify and address ads appearing next to
inappropriate content, protecting the brand's reputation.

Q:  What brand safety tools does Facebook provide for advertisers?

Facebook provides tools like invenotry filter, content exclusion and audience targeting
options to help advertisers safeguard their brand's reputation.
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